
2020/7/30     Re: [BILLING #WWH-935-19517]: Hourlyemail send limit reached for “ycec.sg”. - Yahoo Mail 
 

 
Support  
Manager: 
 

    First, why can you still could be fallacy my email is an illegal activity? So the insult crime already to establish and I will to authorize 
a New York lawyer to prosecution you hosting company to claims one million USD already not have to choose!  
 
    And as www.ycec.sg/SG/200727-ASU.pdf already can’t to find at my ycec.sg hosting, but can to find at ycec.com visible the fact is, I 
just busy by email to inform my five big inventions of simple “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” to save American live, 
because today fake COVID-19 come from HK & CPC that means of medical fraud already butcher American to death to exceed 15,000 
person!  
 
   On 2020-7-22 before, I already email to your abuse, billing, sales, support at www.ycec.sg/911/200722.pdf or turn .com can to see the 
fact, because you to pull out all the stops to be against regulations to control my email system to keep from my efforts to save more 
American live, I already to warn you can not become an accomplice to killer American, so today to die by fake COVID-19 those family 
of the deceased already have authority at court to claims by you hosting company!  
 

   Therefore, this email wills attachments to brian.kelly@nypd.org in first by police office of NY to read! 
 

   This respond for you by email also can to see at www.ycec.com/911/200730.pdf to file in USA history to be ready, in the end, I again 
give you an opportunity to give up evil and return to good, if you not at once to open my ycec.sg hosting on five hours before, I will direct 
to report a case to the police of New York! 
 
Urgent! Urgent! Urgent!  
 
Ycec.sg 
Master  
2020-7-30 HK  
 
QualityHostOnline Billing (<billing@qualityhostonline.com>) 在 2020年 7月 29日星期三 下午 09:13:56 [GMT+8] 寫道： 
 
Hello Heng Jie, 
 
The Data Center has reasons to believe that illegal activity was being conducted through your account. 
They have terminated your account and there is nothing more we can do about it. You have violated/abused the Terms of Service by sending phishing emails. 
 
Now there is no option to upgrade the account. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Mansoor 
Support Manager 
-------------------- 
Quality Host Online 
Where Quality Matters 
www.qualityhostonline.com 
---------------------------------------- 
If we can provide you with any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
----------------------------------------  
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